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LOW-TEMPERATURE MODE OF ION ACCELERATION
IN ANODE LAYER THRUSTER

A.G.Korsun*

Abstract

The discharge mode with relatively great flow density of ne-
utral atoms in ALT is analyzed .In this case the energy of elect-
rons is effectively limited due to ionization processes and it
occurs to be lower than the energetic cost of ionization act all
over the discharge gap. The distributions of parameters along the
direction of acceleration are obtained. It is shown that for the
effective ion acceleration in this mode the discharge gap must be
properly extended to the size much greater than Larmour electron
radius. The influence of a charge-transfer and collisional pro-
cesses on ion acceleration and dispersion in energy is also eva-
luated. The problem of ion dynamics is solved taking into account
two states of ions : free particles movement and continuum
flow.It is shown that low-temperature discharge mode in ALT can

produce sufficiently more monoenergetic ion flows than the
high-temperature ones.

Introduction

High temperatures of electrons ( about discharge voltage)
and great variety in ion velocities are characteristic for high
voltage modes of ion acceleration in the anode layer [1,2] The
consequences of these are large heat flows to the anode and dec-
rease of thrust efficiency. The experiments [3,4] proved that the
ALT features were improved with increasing the neutral atoms
flows from the anode. Thus it seems to be reasonable to investi-
gate theoretically such modes and find the conditions for redu-
cing the said losses

The first part of the investigation alalyzes one-dimentional
mathematical model for stationary discharge in rarefied low-ioni-
zed plasmain the cross magnetic field when (e2 e2 >> 1. The ioni-
zation is taken into account.

The geometrical scheme of the mathematical model is shown in
Fig.l. The following range of parameters are investigated
a)characteristic size h is much less than the length of free
paths of neutral atoms (Xnn, Xni ) and ions( X n , Xi) and Larmour
ion radius (ri), but is more than Larmour electron radius (re);
b) electron temperature Te (in energy units) is less than energe-
tic cost of ionization act W and difference of potencial ep, but
it is enough to support the noticeable ionization velocity.

An analogous mathematical model for the mode when Te>>W is
investigated in the work [ 1 ].

Taking into consideration the abovesaid conditions of the
problem the mathematical system consists of the following equati-
ons :
1) the density of charge flow

j/e = Fi - Fe = const (1)

where F ,Fe - are the density of ion and electron flows,
j - is the electric current density;
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2) change of the concentration of neutral atoms NI which move

towards the anode with permanent velocity V1 without collisions

is described by the equation

V1 N1 ' = (6nCe)NiNe (2)

where (6nCe)N1= 6no 8Te/2m exp(-W i /Te)N is the frequency of

ionizing collisions of electrons for Maxwellian distribution 
with

Te<WI (Wi/e is the ionization potential);

3) analogy for neutral atoms moving from the anode is written by

V2 N2 ' = - < 6nCe> N2 Ne (3)

4) summary density of ions and neutral atoms is written by

F = NIVI + N2 V2 + Fi = const (4)

5) concentration of ions at point X generated at different points

, with potential (p() ( Fig.l) is written by

F, x Fi ' d

N = + (5)

N 2e 0 T 2e

S-- (po-p) 2o v- W+)-] 2
M M

6) electron flow across the magnetic field under the conditions

when the gradient of electron pressure is small is written by

Ne
Fe = - ( (6)

B Welen

7) as practically all the Joule heat educed in the electron gas

is gone into ionization ( in the range of parameters under consi-

deration) ,the electron energy equation can be described in the

following way
e Fe <P' = W Fe (7)

8) Puasson's equation

e (p" = e (Ni-Ne) (8)

The system (1)-(8) is reduced to a nondimensional size using

the following scale quantities

e Fi.e eF
j/e for Fi , Fe, F ( fe f

j J

e (T o-) Te Wi

W for e((p0 - P), Te, Wi ( = ;te = w - )
W W W
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/- Nle e / W/M

j/(e W/M) for Nie (nie Nie e

N1 , 2

No for neutral concentration N1 . 2 (n1 2 = )
No

No 6 en Ce rWM X
h = for linear sizes X (x -

(De2 m h

Due to simple form of the energy equation with W = const the

system (1)-(8) is integrated and in nondimensional size can be

written as:

(f-ft) 2  NoV
n = nI + n 2 = + nion 2 0 ; S- (for V, = -V 2 = V)

s j

fi = 1 - (l-fio)e -

f 24'

ni = (1-fio) / 2 e - eq dTlS/20+uo 0
a (1-f I )2 ,W3/2

ne = n + Ane, for n = const An = ; a 2
n2  ni 2 e 2 jV/M'2

n e n
x = f de

o 1-f "

t6 / = (1-ji ) 2  e 1
t2 2WW / t - =

S nni 2  N0 26no /8W/m 6 enCe

This equation is described graphically in Fig.2. A layer of

electrons with high temperature is generated around the anode

where the ionization process is taking place. The layer thickness

is about h = ri/WeTen, potential diminution in the layer is about

W/e. The electron temperature outside the layer is low and there's

practically no ionization. The electric current is transffered by

ions. The tension of the electric field outside the layer is less

than it's inside. But as the length of this section can be more

than the layer thickness , the discharge diminution can be large.

The ions are accelerated here , their concentration decreases

proportionately to 1/V2F
Specific power of ion flow becomes equal to

Q = 4 - (l-fio)e' -- 4) - 1 + Jio
P>5

The ionizin layer and the section of acceleration are qua-
sineutral when ( << 1.

In accordance with the restrictions stated by points a) and

b) at the begining of the introduction the application diapason

of the recieved solution is determined by the inequality
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max (1, ri/ in) << )een<< ri/re

W / In M 6n-Ce << te <<1
\ m <6en Ce >tj

An analogous problem was solved in order to estimate the
influence of collisions on parameter distribution. The difference
is that the equations (2), (3), (5) are replaced by the equations
of continuous medium motion, which take into consideration the

species birth and charge-transfer.

MNVV' = - TN' + MNiN(V i -V) 6 n IVi-VI (2')

V -V k-1
6 in = 6 ino

V

T = const - neutral atoms temperature (3')

M(NiVi )' = - e NiP4' - MNiN(Vi-V) 6in Vi-V l  (4')

where V H Vi are average mass velocities of neutral atom and ion
flows

6in is charge-transfer cross section

Reduction of the two equations to a nondimentional size

using the previous scales reveals two new nondimentional parame-
ters :

t = T/W and n = 6i noN o h = h/ino

Effects from the charge-transfer process can be illustrated
by the following examples where analytic solution can be achie-
ved. The equation solution in the nondimentional size when
N =const, Vi>V, K= 0 is as follows :

MV1  +
-- = - U 2 = -2 (1-P,0) (l-e - ) +- (1-fio ) (-e-2 )+

2W 2 2

1i r e  - 1

+ - f U - 3 + (1-fio) (1-e ) -
2 L 1-fil

-- (1-f 0 )2 (1-e ) [1-(l-fio)e- ]2
2 J

When n = 0 this solution approximately coinsides with the
non-collision one. Charge-transfer leads to the ion flow decele-
ration and reduction of electric field tension. When MV <<T,
Vi >>V and K=1 the solution (2') is
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( 2 n

n = no / 1- 2 no(sh-$)
I s t

Thus the neutral atom concentration around the anode is re-

duced due to the charge-transfer of ion flow that are generated
around the anode and accelerated towards the catode by the elect-
ric field.
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